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Come and Visit SAMOS WINE MUSEUM at the facilities of the UWC SAMOS 

Discover the charming Samos Muscat wines... Get acquainted with the long history and wine 
tradition of Samos...Taste wines from the exceptional grape variety, the White Small-Berried 
Muscat of Samos, which has been celebrated internationally thanks to the efforts of the 
Samian growers.  Wander inside a “living” museum, where traditional viticulture, 
winemaking and aging come alive through unique exhibits. 

 SAMOS WINE MUSEUM at the facilities of UWC SAMOS, in Malagari  
o ADMISSION  5 euros/person.  
o Tel: 22730.87510 - ext. 548 

Guided Tours with Wine Tasting (3 wines) take place at the following set times: 

11:00  

13:00 and 

15:00 

Samos Wine Museum - Hours of Operation: 

Tuesday – Friday: 10.30 till 17:00 

Saturday and Sunday: 10:00 till 17:00 

Guided Tours for Groups of Visitors: 

Please be informed that guided tours for groups of visitors (more than 10 people) can be 
pre-arranged upon request, at hours of operation or by completing the form provided in 
www.samoswine.gr 

A few notes about Samos Wine Museum: 

The Samos Wine Museum is housed in a magnificent 19th-century stone building, which 
originally operated as a private winery and later as a warehouse and barrel-making facility. 
It turned into a Museum in 2005, it displays artifacts of the defining history of Samos wine: 

Old photographs and production records, vineyards and a depiction of dry-stone mountain 
terraces, “the cottage” in the vineyards, harvesting and manual presses, collectible bottles,  
barrel-making tools, old winemaking machinery and the huge wooden tanks dating back to 
the previous century with capacities of up to 80 tons.   

The visitor can also see some of the hundreds of prestigious international awards that the 
wines of UWC SAMOS have been receiving for decades. 

Being content from history, the visitor is now “thirsty” for “krasi”, the Greek word for wine, or 
“oenos”, as the ancient Greeks called it. The wines of the UWC SAMOS are available for 



purchase at the special retail counter where one can also find authentic, local agricultural 
products from the producers-members of the Cooperative.   

PREMIUM WINE TASTING (with 6 different wines)  

A PREMIUM Wine Tasting is offered at a special price of 18 euros per person, for GROUPS 
of 10 (and more) VISITORS. 

This, includes platters with local cheeses, fine cold cuts, rusks and tomato of Samos (a 
platter per 10 people). 

The wines that accompany them are:  

 Psiles Korfes (High Peaks) dry white wine 
 Babel, white semi dry wine 
 Babel, roze semi dry wine 
 Natural wine (dry white wine from biological vineyards) 
 Samos Vin Doux, vin de liqueur 
 Samos Anthemis, vin de liqueur aged for 5 years in wooden barrels 

 

 

 

 

 


